Congratulations!

The following students are on the Dean’s List of Students for the 2019-20 spring quarter. This means that they have earned a term GPA between 3.50 and 3.749 on 15 or more credits. Please congratulate them.

Scott Legman
Associate Vice President for
Academic Administration

Anderson, Heather .................. Business Administration
Anderson, Katryna .................. Health Promotion
Antuña, Olivia ...................... Secondary Education
Ayaba, Alireza ...................... Aviation Technology
Baez Rodriguez, Erick .............. Theology
Baham, Kade ......................... Graphic Design
Ballard, Kent ....................... Product Design
Beaudoin, Josh ..................... Business Administration
Beaudoin, Julia .................... Elementary Education
Bernard, Matthias .................. Theology
Bing, Ryan .......................... Theology
Bontemps, Elon ..................... Computer Science
Boyd, Aubrey ....................... Engineering
Bryan, Brianna ................. . .. Biology
Budianto, CJ Jeisse ............... Graphic Design
Cantil, Taiko ....................... Engineering
Cantu, Seth .......................... Theology
Carambot, Aubrey ................. Engineering
Carabajal, Edson ................... Engineering
Castañeda, Bernice .............. Forensic Psychology
Castillo, Ilyn ....................... Nursing
Cheng, Ting .................................. Spanish
Chester, Raven ...................... Engineering
Cho, Yena ................................. Music
Christensen, Ty ....................... Engineering
Clough, Kaycee .................... Social Work
Collins, Bryson ................... Nursing
Corbin, Don ......................... Business Administration
Corral Yanez, Justin ............ Biology
Craig, Jacob ......................... Business Administration
Cueto, Nicholas .................... Business Administration
Dawkins, Abigail ................. Undecided
Delgado, Gabriel ................... Health Promotion
Demma III, Mickey .............. Nursing
Devai, Kayla ......................... Nursing
Dietrich, Austin .................. Biochemistry
Dizon, Grant ....................... Health Science

Drumi, Gleb ......................... Business Administration
Duerksen, Wesley ................ Computer Science
Emmons, Katie ..................... Nursing
Eoff, Andrew ....................... Engineering
Espley, Naomi ..................... Social Work
Everett, Logan ..................... History
Fazio, Cassie ...................... Elementary Education
Fletcher, Carson .................. Business Administration
Flores, Yaneli ..................... Elementary Education
Fortune, Josh ..................... Automotive Management
Freeman, James ................ Aviation Technology
Frey, Eva .......................... Social Work
Fry, Emily ......................... Global Communication
Garcia, Paloma .................... Social Work
Gault, Aurora ..................... Theology
Gillespie, Hannah-Jane ........ Psychology
Graham, .......................... Business Administration
Green, Chris ....................... Physical Education
Hammond, Brandon ........... Business Administration
Harris, Elena ..................... Business Administration
Harwood, Catherine .......... Social Work
Herbel, Reuben .................. Engineering
Hernandez, Briana ............. Religion
Hernandez, Cecilia ......... Business Administration
Herrmann, William ............... Engineering
Hess, Stefan ....................... Engineering
Holland, Haylee ................. Forensic Psychology
Huenergardt, Hailee .......... Nursing
Huggins, Brent ................ .. Business Administration
Jin, Elliott ......................... Product Design
Johnson, Douglas .............. Biology
Joplin, Jonathan ................ Social Work
Jung, Gabby ....................... Nursing
Kainer, Andrew .................. Business Administration
Kaur, Amandeep .............. Business Administration
Kinsey, Kameron ............... Engineering
Klein, Ellie ......................... Art